[Processes determining changes in the shape of a cell following detachment from a substrate].
In contrast to living cells, glycerin extracted mouse embryo fibroblasts do not round up after detachment from the substrate. The addition of ATP makes these fibroblasts round up. Thus, the rounding of the detached cell occurs in result of active, ATP-requiring contractile forces rather than due to the action of elastic forces or of surface tension. The ATP-induced contraction of the glycerinated cell is accompanied with the loss of the parallel orientation of 50-70 A microfilaments. The loss is suggested to result from the attachment of different microfilaments of the same bundle to different points of the cell surface. Microtubules are not essential for the contraction: the rounding of living or glycerin-treated cells is not colcemide affected. Living cells treated with cytochalasine B (CH) reversibly lose their ability to round up after detachment. ATP is able to induce no contraction of glycerin-extracted cells treated with CH before extraction. In contrast, the addition of CH to the ATP-containing solution does not inhibit the contraction of glycerin-extracter normal cells. These results give reason to suggest that CH may inactivate contractile structures of the cell. It may be thought that some unknown additional factors, available in the living cell and not available in the glycerin-extracted one, are essential for this inactivation.